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Abstract Precise localization of reference markers is crucial for the
accuracy of target-based camera calibration. State-of-the art detectors,
however, are sensitive to optical blur corrupting the image in many
practical calibration scenarios. We propose a novel method for the sub-
pixel refinement stage of common checkerboard target detectors. It uses
the symmetry of checkerboard crossings and exploits the periodicity in the
angular frequency domain when the origin of a polar coordinate system
is centered at the crossing. The detector estimates the crossing center’s
sub-pixel position by minimizing spurious frequency components that
occur increasingly at ever larger distances from the crossing center.

An average localization error of 0.08 px is achieved in noisy and
artificially blurred synthetic images, surpassing the state of the art by 65 %.
In addition, we evaluated the detector in real-world camera calibration
using a public data set, achieving an reprojection error of 0.11 px compared
to 0.27 px for the state of the art.

Keywords: Optical blur · Camera calibration · Checkerboard detection

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Fiducial markers with distinct appearance properties are widely used in many
computer vision tasks. Accurate localization of these markers within an image
determines the performance of applications such as camera calibration, pho-
togrammetry, or augmented reality. For calibration, checkerboard crossings, or
x-corners, are superior to other markers [1] and are therefore predominantly used.

Since accurate marker localization is crucial for subsequent estimation tasks,
research on their robust detection is of ongoing interest. An important aspect that
has been widely ignored, though, is the influence of the focussing behavior of real
lenses, i. e. optical systems not observing the pin-hole camera model. Common
algorithms for calibration target detection rely on images exhibiting sharp high-
contrast edges. In contrast, we imagine a scenario in which a camera focussed
to far distances needs to be calibrated. In this setting, the calibration would
usually be carried out with targets in near-range, the camera being refocussed to
obtain focussed images of the target. However, the geometric imaging properties,
i. e. the calibration parameters, change when the focus is moved. It is therefore
desirable to accurately detect markers in unfocussed, blurred images as well.
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Fig. 1. (a) Decentered and blurred x-corner, (b) signal intensities along local polar
angles ϕ (red) and ϕ∗ (blue), and (c) corresponding magnitudes cn and c∗

n of complex
Fourier series coefficients.

1.2 Related Work

Commonly, the detection of checkerboard calibration targets in images is carried
out in a two-stage hierarchical fashion. First, a coarse detection is typically
implemented by Harris-type corner detection [2], or by detecting crossing lines.

In the second step, the coarse localization is refined to sub-pixel accuracy.
Frequently, sub-pixel x-corner locations are estimated by fitting a polynomial
surface and computing the saddle point [3, 4]. For edge approximation, gradient-
based methods are used [5], or blurred step responses are fitted to the image [6].
Donné et al. [7] use a convolutional neural network (cnn) to train a single-step
detector under different viewing angles. Previous approaches, however, often
suffer from reduced precision in the presence of strong optical blur.

In [8, 9] circular symmetry is used for crossing detection, which in part spurred
the development of the proposed method. Further inspiration was drawn from
[10] in which angular steerable filters are used as a matching template.

1.3 Contributions

To enable accurate checkerboard-crossing detection even in severely blurred
images, we propose a new specialized detector comprising the following advance-
ments:
• We restate that the projective transformation of a single checkerboard crossing

is affine and derive the resulting angles at which it is perspectively distorted;
• We provide a Fourier analysis of the intensity signal of perspectively distorted

x-corners subject to Gaussian blur given in polar coordinates;
• We formulate an optimization problem in the frequency domain for locating

the center of an x-corner, exploiting angular periodicities;
• And we present comparative experimental results for the localization error on

a set of synthetic images, and for reprojection errors and estimation variances
of state-of-the-art camera calibration on a set of real images.
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Structure This paper is organized as follows: Following the formulation of
the checkerboard pattern in Section 2, we derive its geometric distortion under
perspective transformation and its blurred intensity signal. In Section 3, the
crossing-center detection is discussed. We present a twofold experimental evalua-
tion in Section 4 using synthetic images and by applying the method to camera
calibration, and conclude with a discussion (Section 5).

2 Image Formation

We assume the calibration target plane to be centered in the xy-plane of a 3-d
world coordinate system, i. e. z = 0, aligned with the x- and y-axes. Let intensity
values {0, 1} represent black and white, respectively. The 2-d intensity signal
s(x, y) of a single black/white crossing centered at the origin is given by

s(x, y) = 1
2 + 1

2 sgn(x) sgn(y), (1)

where sgn(·) denotes the signum function. In 3-d homogeneous coordinates, its
geometry is given by two orthogonal lines

L1 ≡ (τ1, 0, 0, 1)T and L2 ≡ (0, τ2, 0, 1)T
, τ1, τ2 ∈ R. (2)

2.1 Geometric Projection
Subsequently, the common model of a projective pin-hole camera is adopted,
neglecting non-linear lens distortions. Here, a projective camera is assumed with
rotation R ≡ (rij) ∈ R3×3 and translation T ≡ (tx, ty, tz)T (extrinsic parameters),
and camera calibration matrix K ∈ R3×3 (intrinsic parameters). We employ a
simplified calibration matrix with focal length f, vanishing skew coefficient, and
a centered principal point. Hence, the projections of L1 and L2 by a projection
matrix P ≡ K

[
R

∣∣T
]

are

l1 = P L1 =

fr11τ1 + ftx

fr21τ1 + fty

r31τ1 + tz

 and l2 = P L2 =

fr12τ2 + ftx

fr22τ2 + fty

r32τ2 + tz

 , (3)

or, after normalization to Euclidean 2-d coordinates of the image plane,

l̂1 = 1
r31τ1 + tz

(
fr11τ1 + ftx

fr21τ1 + fty

)
and l̂2 = 1

r32τ2 + tz

(
fr12τ2 + ftx

fr22τ2 + fty

)
. (4)

Applying the re-parametrizations

τ ′
1 = −

(
t2
z

r31τ1
+ tz

)−1

and τ ′
2 = −

(
t2
z

r32τ2
+ tz

)−1

(5)

to l̂1 and l̂2, respectively, we obtain

l̂1 =

f
(

tx − r11
r31

tz

)
τ ′

1 + f tx

tz

f
(

ty − r21
r31

tz

)
τ ′

1 + f
ty

tz

 and l̂2 =

f
(

tx − r12
r32

tz

)
τ ′

2 + f tx

tz

f
(

ty − r22
r32

tz

)
τ ′

2 + f
ty

tz

 ,

(6)
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which is a 2-d affine transformation of the straight lines

L′
1 ≡ (τ ′

1, 0, 1)T and L′
2 ≡ (0, τ ′

2, 1)T (7)

in the image plane. We see that for the pair of orthogonal lines L1 and L2, the
projective transform reduces to an affine one.

Using Eq. (6) we can calculate the angles β1 and β2 at which the projections
l̂1 and l̂2, respectively, intersect the x-axis of the image plane, as

β1 = arctan r31ty − r21tz

r31tx − r11tz
and β2 = arctan r32ty − r22tz

r32tx − r12tz
, (8)

and see that both lines intersect with the angle β = β2 − β1, 0 < β < π, at
x0 ≡ (x0, y0)T. Note that throughout this paper, the quadrant-aware arc tangent
is used. The projected intensity at x̂ ≡ (x̂, ŷ, 1)T = A (x, y, 1)T is then

ŝ(x, y) = s(x̂, ŷ) (9)

or, using the backprojection A−1 x̂ and the substitutions Eq. (8),

ŝ(x, y) = 1
2 + 1

2 sgn
(
(x − x0) sin β2 − (y − y0) cos β2

)
× sgn

(
−(x − x0) sin β1 + (y − y0) cos β1

)
.

(10)

We can simplify ŝ(x, y) further by dropping the translation x0 and rotating by
−β1 such that l̂1 coincides with the x-axis, and obtain the aligned intensity signal

ŝ(x, y) = 1
2 + 1

2 sgn(x − y cot β) sgn(y). (11)

2.2 Optical Blur

The blur introduced by the optical system is commonly assumed to be Gaussian,
i. e. the projected 2-d image intensity signal ŝ(x, y) is subject to a convolution

ŝblur(x, y) = ŝ(x, y) ∗ g(x, y) (12)

with a separable isotropic Gaussian blur kernel

g(x, y) = 1
2σ2π

e− x2+y2

2σ2 . (13)

Case 1: x-corner without projective transformation (β = 90◦). First,
we consider a simple undistorted checkerboard crossing at the origin (Eq. (1)).
Carrying out the convolution yields the 2-d step response of the Gaussian kernel

sblur(x, y) = 1
2 + 1

2 erf
(

x√
2 σ

)
erf

(
y√
2 σ

)
, (14)

where erf(·) is the Gaussian error function [11, Eq. (7.2.1)]. We change to polar
coordinates (r, ϕ) with x = r cos ϕ, y = r sin ϕ according to

sblur(r, ϕ) = 1
2 + 1

2 erf
(

r cos ϕ√
2 σ

)
erf

(
r sin ϕ√

2 σ

)
(15)
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and develop the Fourier series expansion

sblur(r, ϕ) = a0

2 +
∞∑

n=1
(an cos nϕ + bn sin nϕ) . (16)

Apart from the constant offset, Eq. (15) is odd in ϕ, hence we immediately find
an = 0 for n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and a0 = 1.

Since sblur(r, ϕ) is π-periodic with respect to ϕ (cf. Fig. 1 (b), top panel), its
Fourier expansion is non-zero only for the doubled odd n, i. e. n = 2, 6, 10, . . . =
2 (2k + 1), k ∈ N0, and equals bn = 0 otherwise (cf. Fig. 1 (c), top panel).

Case 2: x-corner subject to projective transformation (0 < β < 180◦).
For β 6= 90◦, ŝblur(r, ϕ) is not odd any more, cf. Fig. 1 (b), bottom panel. Due
to the signal nevertheless being π-periodic, all odd coefficients still vanish, i. e.
an, bn = 0 for n = 2k + 1. However, the even cosine coefficients differ from zero
in this case, i. e. an 6= 0, n = 2k (cf. Fig. 1 (c), bottom panel).

3 Corner Detection

Now we assume the origin of the local polar coordinate system be offset by x0
(cf. Fig. 1 (a)). Using the decentered polar coordinates

r∗(x, y) ≡ r(x − x0, y − y0) =
√

(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 (17)

and
ϕ∗(x, y) ≡ ϕ(x − x0, y − y0) = arctan y − y0

x − x0
, (18)

we obtain the complex Fourier coefficients

a∗
n + j b∗

n = 1
2π

2π∫
0

ŝblur(r∗, ϕ∗) e jnϕ∗
dϕ∗. (19)

Since we saw that the Fourier components cn are non-zero only for even n due
to the π-periodicity of ŝblur, the task of localizing the center of the x-corner, viz.
the estimation of the offset x0 = (x0, y0)T, is simply the problem of minimizing
the magnitudes c∗

n = |a∗
n + jb∗

n|, n = 2k + 1, of the odd components along the
offset polar angle ϕ∗ with respect to x0. This can be expressed as the non-linear
least-squares minimization problem

xest
0 ≡ (xest

0 , yest
0 )T = arg min

x0,y0

∞∑
k=0

∣∣a∗
2k+1 + jb∗

2k+1
∣∣2

, (20)

or, inserting Eq. (19),

xest
0 = arg min

x0,y0

∞∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
2π

2π∫
0

ŝblur(r∗, ϕ∗) e j(2k+1)ϕ∗
dϕ∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(21)
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for a particular radius r∗. To exploit image information at all radii, we integrate
along r∗, wherein we account for the Jacobian determinant r∗ of polar coordinates.
Moreover, we introduce a weighting term r∗ exp

(
− r∗2

2α2

)
such that the influence

at very small (r � α) and large radii (r > α) is attenuated for improved
robustness, and obtain an improved second estimate xest2

0 ≡ (xest2
0 , yest2

0 )T as

xest2
0 = arg min

x0,y0

∞∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
2π

2π∫
0

∞∫
0

r∗2 exp
(

− r∗2

2α2

)
ŝblur(r∗, ϕ∗) e j(2k+1)ϕ∗

dr∗ dϕ∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

(22)
Since the signal ŝblur is only given on a Cartesian sampling grid, we now change
to discrete positions (i, j) in a finite window of interest W of size N × N and find

xest2
0 = arg min

x0,y0

∞∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

(i,j)∈W

r∗(i, j)
N2 exp

(
− r∗2(i, j)

2α2

)
ŝblur(i, j) e j(2k+1)ϕ∗(i,j)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(23)
with r∗(i, j) =

√
(i − x0)2 + ( j − y0)2 and ϕ∗(i, j) = arctan j−y0

i−x0
. By computing

the Jacobian which is omitted here, it can be seen that Eq. (23) is locally convex
within the sub-pixel search range ‖x0‖ ≤ 1/√

2 px.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Synthetic Images

Grayscale images of blurred and perspectively distorted x-corners for varying
blur parameter σ, distortion angle β, and sub-pixel offset (x0, y0) were generated.
They were subsequently corrupted by additive Gaussian noise of reasonable
variance σ2

n = 25 (w. r. t. an intensity value range of 0 . . . 255), corresponding to
a psnr of 34.1 dB, and quantized to 8 bit. Experiments were repeated 20× with
different realizations of random noise in each iteration, with the results averaged.

In all experiments, we assumed that the first coarse localization with integer-
pixel accuracy has already been done, and only evaluated the sub-pixel detection
stage. The proposed method Eq. (23) was realized using Matlab’s lsqnonlin(),
which implements the trust-region reflective algorithm. The analytically derived
Jacobian was provided as input. An offset of x0 = (0, 0) was used as initialization,
and the lower and upper bounds ξl = (−0.5, −0.5) and ξu = (0.5, 0.5), respectively,
were imposed. A window size of N = 81 was used to accommodate for high blur
levels. Average execution times of 0.42 s were measured on a 3.5 GHz cpu.

We benchmarked against Opencv v3.4.1’s cornerSubPix() [5] based upon
Bouguet’s CalTech toolbox [3], and detectCheckerboardPoints() from Mat-
lab’s cv System Toolbox (v8.1, r2018a) based upon Geiger et al. [12].

For distortion angles β = 90◦, (90 ± 45)◦, and (90 ± 60)◦, the absolute lo-
calization error ε averaged over all sub-pixel offsets is depicted in Fig. 2 (a)
as a function of the blur parameter σ. We can see that the proposed method
outperforms the state of the art increasingly with the amount of blur. It was
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Fig. 2. Synthetic x-corners: Absolute localization error (a) w. r. t. blur parameter σ,
and (b) w. r. t. distortion angle β at a typical blur level of σ = 6 px. (c) Real images:
Distribution of reprojection errors erepr after camera calibration.

noted that the detector still performs well in blur ranges of σ > 15 px where the
state-of-the-art methods fail to return meaningful results.

For σ = 6 px which was empirically determined from the Dima data set (cf.
Section 4.2 and [13]) as a typical value for real-world applications, we varied the
distortion angle β in a range from 10◦ to 170◦ (Fig. 2 (b)). We find that the
localization error of our method is invariant for distortions between 50◦ and 130◦.

4.2 Application: Calibration with Checkerboard Targets
To evaluate the proposed detector for practical applications, we applied it to
camera calibration with checkerboard calibration rigs. For that purpose, we chose
the CalTech Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [3], which implements
the popular method by Zhang [14], and substituted the three aforementioned
sub-pixel detectors for the toolbox-native one. We used the data set by Dima et al.
[13], comprising 18-Mpx images of a target taken with a dslr at 17 viewpoints.

In this setup, no ground truth data were available. We therefore followed the
common approach to assess the detector by analysing the parameter estimation
variances. The key results are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that the
enhanced accuracy demonstrated in Section 4.1 significantly reduced the standard
deviation of the estimated camera parameters in most of the cases compared to
the state of the art, and reduced the mean absolute reprojection error erepr by
58 %. Histograms of erepr are depicted in Fig. 2 (c).

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a novel method for sub-pixel accurate estimation of the
position of checkerboard crossings in images. It exploits the π-periodicy of their
intensity signal in local polar coordinates, which are analyzed in the frequency
domain to derive a non-linear cost function for least-squares optimization. To this
end, we restated the transformation of x-corners under perspective projection.

The proposed detector was evaluated with synthetic images of blurred checker-
board crossings and compared against two widely-used state-of-the-art methods.
The results show an improvement of the localization error by 65 % at minimum.
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Table 1. Real images. Impact of detection method on calibration accuracy.

Method Opencv [5] Geiger et al. [12] proposed

Position/mm (sd) 5.73 11.21 4.21
Principal point/px (sd) 8.87 12.15 7.09
Radial coeff. κ1 (sd) 0.014 0.004 0.005
erepr/px (mae±sd) 0.301 ± 0.215 0.265 ± 0.190 0.112 ± 0.060

In addition, in order to demonstrate its practical advantages, our method was
used as a drop-in replacement in a common checkerboard-based camera calibration
toolchain, and again evaluated against both state-of-the-art detectors using a real
calibration image set. We found better or—in one case—comparable results for
the estimation variance, and a 58 % lower reprojection error over all experiments.
We conclude that our method for detecting checkerboard crossings with very
high sub-pixel accuracy will be greatly beneficial for real-world applications.
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% Benjamin Spitschan, CIARP 2018 submission

% This is samplepaper.tex, a sample chapter demonstrating the
% LLNCS macro package for Springer Computer Science proceedings;
% Version 2.20 of 2017/10/04
%

\RequirePackage[latest]{latexrelease} %default=current; latest; DATUM

\RequirePackage{snapshot}
\RequirePackage[l2tabu, orthodox]{nag}



% silence out bmvc2k class redefinitions
\RequirePackage{silence}
    \WarningFilter{xcolor}{Incompatible color definition}



%\newcommand*{\currentbibliography}{../../Literatur/global.bib}
% 2017-03-16: replaced by frozen bibliography file (local copy) to fix references section length
\newcommand*{\currentbibliography}{./global_frozen.bib} % !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
\IfFileExists{./conference-abbrvs.tex}{\input{./conference-abbrvs.tex}}{\input{../../Literatur/conference-abbrvs.tex}} % just for LNCS sources upload


\PassOptionsToPackage{intlimits}{amsmath}
\RequirePackage{varioref}

% fix CM Super for Bold SC not provided by lmodern/cfr-lm but taken from CM super; BSp 2018-07-24
\RequirePackage{fix-cm}


% fix amsmath \vec redefinition problem, BSp 2017
\let\oldvec\vec% Store \vec in \oldvec

\documentclass[runningheads]{llncs}
\let\vec\oldvec% Restore \vec from \oldvec


%
\usepackage{amsmath}

\usepackage{amssymb}

\usepackage{embedfile}
\embedfile[filespec=main.tex,desc=Main document source]{./main.tex}
\IfFileExists{\currentbibliography}{\embedfile[filespec=global.bib,desc=Bibliography]{\currentbibliography}}{}
\IfFileExists{main.dep}{\embedfile[filespec=main.dep,desc=Dependency file created by snapshot package (shows package versions)]{./main.dep}}{}

\usepackage{graphicx}

\usepackage[T2A,LGR,T1]{fontenc}
%\usepackage[T1,T2A]{fontenc}
%\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\usepackage[lutf8]{luainputenc} %enable umlauts as input % needed for Texlive 2017, comment out for Texlive 2018
\usepackage{substitutefont}

\makeatletter  % fix Benjamin Spitschan 2017-09-04: roman redefinition by bable % find better fix instead of brute-force re-resetting XXXXXXX!!!!; check if still necessary
\let\save@roman\@roman
\let\save@Roman\@Roman
\usepackage[main=american,ngerman,german,brazil,russian,greek.ancient]{babel}
%\usepackage[main=american,ngerman,german,brazil]{babel}
\let\@roman\save@roman
\let\@Roman\save@Roman
\makeatother % end fix

%restore "figure" abbreviation for caption label from LNCS ; BSp 2018-07-24
\addto\captionsamerican{\renewcommand\figurename{Fig.}}

\usepackage[autostyle=true,english=american,german=quotes]{csquotes}


% \usepackage[largesc,helvratio=1]{newtxtext} % osf möglich!
% % Improved Times for math mode; varbb => nice integer/real/ration number symbols (\mathbb{R} etc.);
% \usepackage[varbb,subscriptcorrection,timesmathacc,upint,slantedGreek,smallerops]{newtxmath}  % varg (alternate g,v,w,y); varvw (alternate v,w)
% \usepackage{tempora}   % greek + cyrillic Times
% \AtEndPreamble{
% 	\substitutefont{T2A}{\rmdefault}{Tempora-TLF}
% 	\substitutefont{LGR}{\rmdefault}{Tempora-TLF}
% }
% % size-adjusted, well-fitting typewriter/monospace font
% \usepackage[scaled=0.93,zerostyle=d,nomono]{newtxtt} % scaled 0.93
% BEWARE: MICROTYPOGRAPHY OF FORMULAE CHANGED TO CM! Sp 2018-07-24. See old versions if changed back to times or maybe other fonts => DISS!.; in particular usage of \! )


% \usepackage[%
%   rm={oldstyle=false,proportional=true},%
%   sf={oldstyle=false,proportional=true},%
%   tt={oldstyle=false,proportional=true,variable=true},%
%   ]{cfr-lm} % hmm, cfr-lm is somewhat broken with bad line breaking and ugly hinting; BSp 2018-07-24
\usepackage[variablett]{lmodern}
%\usepackage[]{lmodern}

%\renewcommand{\ttdefault}{clm2v}

% take bold sc from (fixed!, see fix-cm above) CM super
\rmfamily % loading fonts needed!
\DeclareFontShape{T1}{lmr}{b}{sc}{<->ssub*cmr/bx/sc}{}
\DeclareFontShape{T1}{lmr}{bx}{sc}{<->ssub*cmr/bx/sc}{}

% double-stroke for CM
\usepackage{dsfont}


% \usepackage{tgtermes} % Tex Gyre Termes
% \usepackage{stix}     % STIX fonts
% for lining figures; use in table environment etc.:
%\newcommand*{\rmdefaultlf}{\rmdefaultB} % rmdefaultB defined as ntxlf in newtxmath;
%reset to rmdefault with other fonts if necessary:
\newcommand*{\rmdefaultlf}{\rmdefault}

\DeclareRobustCommand*{\rmfamilylf}{\fontfamily{\rmdefaultlf}\selectfont}

%\usepackage[binary-units=true,exponent-product=\cdot]{siunitx}
\usepackage[binary-units=true,detect-weight=true,separate-uncertainty=true]{siunitx}





\usepackage[
    backend=biber, %instead of bibtex
    %backend=bibtex8,
    %bibencoding=utf8,%
    language=auto,%
    autolang=hyphen,
    %style=trad-unsrt,%
    %style=numeric,
    %dashed=false,
    %style=spitschan-mva,
    bibstyle=ieee,
    citestyle=numeric-comp,
    %style=authoryear-comp, % Author 1999, 2010
    %bibstyle=authoryear,
    dashed=false, % dashed: substitute rep. author with --- for IEEE
    giveninits=true, % abbreviate given names to initials
    %sorting=nyt, % name, year, title
    sorting=none, % by order of appearance
    sortcites=true,
    %sortcase=false,
    %sorting=anyt,
    %maxbibnames=2, % default: 3, et al.
    %backref=true,%
    backref=false,%
    mincrossrefs=999, % don't include multiple crossrefs
    %doi=true,
    doi=false,
    natbib=true, % natbib compatibility mode (\citep and \citet still work),
    defernumbers=true,
  ]{biblatex}

\addbibresource{\currentbibliography}
%\addbibresource{egbib.bib}


%


%\DeclareFieldFormat{labelnumber}{\rmfamilylf#1}
\AtBeginBibliography{\renewcommand*{\makelabel}[1]{#1}} % left-aligned; Benjamin Spitschan 2018-03-14
% penalized thin spaces between initials BSp 2018-01-23 instead of full spaces
\renewrobustcmd*{\bibinitdelim}{\addabthinspace}

\DeclareNameAlias{default}{last-first}

% Period instead of brackets for Springer LNCS
\DeclareFieldFormat{labelnumberwidth}{#1\addperiod}


\NewBibliographyString{proceedingsofthe}
\NewBibliographyString{	countryes,
			countryjp,
			countrycn,
			countrybr,
			countrycl,
			countryca,
			countryau,
			countrych,
			countrynl,
			countrymd,
			countryin,
			countrycz,
			countrysv,
			countryat}

\DefineBibliographyStrings{american}{
	proceedingsofthe = Proceedings of the\addspace  ,
	patentus    = U\adddot\addnbthinspace S\adddotspace pat\adddot  , % redefine from ieee.bbx
	patrequs    = U\adddot\addnbthinspace S\adddotspace pat\adddot\ req\adddot  ,
	countryes   = Spain  ,
	countryjp   = Japan  ,
	countrycn   = China  ,
	countrybr   = Brazil  ,
	countrycl   = Chile  ,
	countryca   = Canada  ,
	countryau   = Australia  ,
	countrych   = Switzerland  ,
	countrynl   = Netherlands  ,
	countrymd   = Moldova  ,
	countryin   = India  ,
	countrycz   = Czech Republic  ,
	countrysv   = SV  ,
	countryat   = Austria
}


\newbibmacro*{eventtitle}{%
  \ifboolexpr{
    test {\iffieldundef{eventtitle}}
    and
    test {\iffieldundef{eventtitleaddon}}
  }
    {}
    {\printtext[eventtitle]{%
       \printfield{eventtitleaddon}%
       \ifboolexpr{
	 test {\iffieldundef{eventtitle}}
	 or
	 test {\iffieldundef{eventtitleaddon}}
       }
       {}
       {\setunit{\subtitlepunct}}%
       \bibstring{proceedingsofthe}%
       \printfield{eventtitle}}%
     \newunit}%
}
% taken from ieee.bbx
\renewbibmacro*{event+venue+date}{%
  \iffieldundef{eventtitle}
    {}
    {%
      %\bibstring{presentedat}% modified BSp 2018-01-23
      \usebibmacro{in:}%
      %\printfield{eventtitle}% modified BSp 2018-01-23
      \mkbibemph{\usebibmacro{eventtitle}}%
    }%
  \ifboolexpr{
    test {\iffieldundef{venue}}
    and
    test {\iffieldundef{eventyear}}
  }
    {}
    {\setunit*{\addspace}%
     \printtext[parens]{%
       \printfield{venue}%
       \setunit*{\addcomma\space}%
       \printeventdate}}%
  \newunit
}
\renewbibmacro*{journal}{%
  \iffieldundef{journaltitle}
    {}
    {%
      \printtext[journaltitle]{%
         \printfield[titlecase]{journaltitle}%
	 \setunit{\subtitlepunct}%   % added also for journals, BSp 2018-02-11, rest taken from ieee.bbx
         \printfield[titlecase]{journalsubtitle}%
      }%
    }%
  \midsentence
}

% print volume, too, for reference/mvreference/collection/mvcollection
\DeclareBibliographyDriver{collection}{%
  \usebibmacro{bibindex}%
  \usebibmacro{begentry}%
  \usebibmacro{editor+others}%
  \setunit{\printdelim{nametitledelim}}\newblock
  \usebibmacro{maintitle+title}%
  \newunit
  \printlist{language}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{byeditor+others}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \printfield{edition}%
  \newunit
%  \iffieldundef{maintitle}{  % if condition disabled, BSp. 2018-01-25
  \printfield{volume}%
  \printfield{part}%
%    }
%    {}%
  \newunit
  \printfield{volumes}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{series+number}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \printfield{note}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{publisher+location+date}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{chapter+pages}%
  \newunit
  \printfield{pagetotal}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \iftoggle{bbx:isbn}
    {\printfield{isbn}}
    {}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{doi+eprint+url}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \usebibmacro{addendum+pubstate}%
  \setunit{\bibpagerefpunct}\newblock
  \usebibmacro{pageref}%
  \newunit\newblock
  \iftoggle{bbx:related}
    {\usebibmacro{related:init}%
     \usebibmacro{related}}
    {}%
  \usebibmacro{finentry}}

% custom eprinttypes
% ARK resolver needs to be fixed
\DeclareFieldFormat{eprint:ark}{%
  \mkbibacro{ARK}\addcolon\space
  \ifhyperref
    {\href{http://nbn-resolving.org/#1}{\nolinkurl{#1}}}
    {\nolinkurl{#1}}}
\DeclareFieldAlias{eprint:ARK}{eprint:ark}
\DeclareFieldFormat{eprint:nbn}{%
  \mkbibacro{NBN}\addcolon\space
  \ifhyperref
    {\href{http://nbn-resolving.org/#1}{\nolinkurl{#1}}}
    {\nolinkurl{#1}}}
\DeclareFieldAlias{eprint:NBN}{eprint:nbn}
% reset from ieee.bbx
\ExecuteBibliographyOptions{
  maxnames = 2, % IEEE value: 999; BMVC: 2
  minnames = 1,   % IEEE value: 3; BMVC: 1
}
% redefine for superscript ordinals
\DeclareLanguageMapping{american}{american-ord-superscript}
% lcsc for -X in ISBNs; check if letterspacing is disabled!
\DeclareFieldFormat{isbn}{\mkbibacro{ISBN}\addcolon\space\textls[0]{\textlcsc{#1}}}
\DeclareFieldFormat{issn}{\mkbibacro{ISSN}\addcolon\space\textls[0]{\textlcsc{#1}}}



\usepackage[tracking=smallcaps,letterspace=60,babel=true]{microtype}

\usepackage{xspace} % to get the spacing after macros right


\usepackage{textcase}
\newcommand*{\textlcsc}[1]{{\scshape\MakeTextLowercase{#1}}}
\newcommand*{\textucsc}[1]{{\scshape\MakeTextUppercase{#1}}}

%\usepackage[pdfencoding=auto,hyperfootnotes=false,pdfpagelabels,final,hidelinks]{hyperref}

\usepackage{booktabs}

\newcommand*{\e}{\mathrm{e}}
%\newcommand*{\tran}{^{\mkern-1.5mu\mathsf{t}}}
\newcommand*{\tran}{^{\mkern-1.5mu\scriptscriptstyle\mathsf{T}}}

\DeclareMathOperator{\sgn}{sgn}
\DeclareMathOperator{\erf}{erf}
\DeclareMathOperator{\differential}{d\!}

\usepackage{bm} % italic bold variables in math mode - load after math fonts!! usage: \bm{X} etc.

\usepackage{enumitem}
% lining figures for enumerates
% must be set after font package (rmdefaultB defined in newtxmath)!
\setlist[enumerate]{align=left,label=(\arabic*),font=\rmfamilylf}
\setlist[itemize]{align=left,label={$\vcenter{\hbox{\tiny$\bullet$}}$},leftmargin=*,labelsep=12pt,itemsep=3pt} %,parsep=3pt

% spaces in filenames for includegraphics
\usepackage[space]{grffile}

% from classicthesis
\usepackage[dvipsnames]{xcolor}
\definecolor{halfgray}{gray}{0.55} % chapter numbers will be semi transparent .5 .55 .6 .0
\definecolor{webgreen}{rgb}{0,.5,0}
\definecolor{webbrown}{rgb}{.6,0,0}
% \definecolor{Maroon}{cmyk}{0, 0.87, 0.68, 0.32}
% \definecolor{RoyalBlue}{cmyk}{1, 0.50, 0, 0}
% \definecolor{Black}{cmyk}{0, 0, 0, 0}

\usepackage[bookmarks=false,pdfencoding=auto]{hyperref}

% set hyperref link colors to classicthesis values, but interchaged
%\hypersetup{urlcolor=webbrown, linkcolor=RoyalBlue, citecolor=webgreen}
%\hypersetup{urlcolor=Maroon, linkcolor=RoyalBlue, citecolor=webgreen}
\hypersetup{urlcolor=RoyalBlue, citecolor=Maroon, linkcolor=webgreen, pdfstartview=Fit, hidelinks, colorlinks}
%Originalwerte: urlcolor=blue,citecolor=red

% Make the space above figure captions more compact
%\setlength\abovecaptionskip{0pt}

%\usepackage{caption}
%\captionsetup[table]{skip=5pt,position=auto} % usually below!
%\captionsetup[figure]{skip=10pt,position=below}

% %restore to bmvc template
% \makeatletter
% % % Set captions in blue
% % \let\bmv@makecaption=\@makecaption
% % \def\@makecaption#1#2{\textcolor{bmv@captioncolor}{\bmv@makecaption{#1}{#2}}}
% \captionsetup{labelfont={color=bmv@captioncolor},textfont={color=bmv@captioncolor}}
% \makeatother
%
% % If you use the hyperref package, please uncomment the following line
% % to display URLs in blue roman font according to Springer's eBook style:
%\renewcommand\UrlFont{\color{blue}\rmfamily}
%\renewcommand\UrlFont{\rmfamily}


% Benjamin Spitschan 2018-03-20; replaces hyperref's bookmark mechanism
\usepackage[numbered=true, open=true, openlevel=3]{bookmark}

\usepackage[capitalise]{cleveref}
%\usepackage{nicefrac}
\usepackage[frac,rfrac,vfrac,root,multskip,autobold]{mathfixs}
% frac: fraction spacing
% rfrac: smaller rational coeffs of polynoms
% root: root spacing
% rootclose: small downstroke at end of root bar %BROKEN!!!!
% multskip: use \. for omitted multiplication signs => small space \, (customizable with multskip=...)
%    also possible: encapsulate in \mathinner{...} blocks
% autobold: bold for inline math such as captions, headlines etc.

%
% \usepackage{pgfplots}
% \pgfplotsset{compat=newest}
% %% the following commands are needed for some matlab2tikz features
% \usetikzlibrary{plotmarks}
% \usetikzlibrary{arrows.meta}
% \usepgfplotslibrary{patchplots}
%
% %% you may also want the following commands
% %\pgfplotsset{plot coordinates/math parser=false}
% %\newlength\figureheight
% %\newlength\figurewidth
%
% \usepackage{tikzscale}
%



% make llncs.cls compatible
\renewcommand*{\bf}{\bfseries}
\renewcommand*{\tt}{\ttfamily}
%\renewcommand*{\it}{\itshape}
\renewcommand*{\rm}{\rmfamily}


%% c&p from bmvc2k.cls for top-hanging boxes in figure/tabulars (top-aligned figures)
% BSp 2018-07-24
\def\bmvaHangBox#1{%^
\begin{minipage}[t]{\textwidth}% Top-hanging minipage, will align on
			       % bottom of first line
\begin{tabbing} % tabbing so that minipage shrinks to fit
~\\[-\baselineskip] % Make first line zero-height
#1 % Include user's text
\end{tabbing}%^
\end{minipage}} % can't allow } onto next line, as {WIDEBOX}~x will not tie.


\def\bmvaBaselineHangBox#1{%^
\begin{minipage}[t]{\textwidth}% Top-hanging minipage, will align on
			       % bottom of first line
\begin{tabbing} % tabbing so that minipage shrinks to fit
#1 % Include user's text
\end{tabbing}
\end{minipage}} % can't allow } onto next line, as {WIDEBOX}~x will not tie.


\begin{document}
%
%\title{Robust \textls[0]{\textsc{Fourier}}-based Checkerboard Corner Detection for Camera Calibration}
\title{Robust Fourier-based Checkerboard Corner Detection for Camera Calibration}

\titlerunning{\textls[-3]{Robust Fourier-based Checkerboard Corner Detection for Camera Calibration}}



\def\CIARP18SubNumber{132}







%
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\begin{abstract}
	Precise localization of reference markers is crucial for the accuracy of target-based camera calibration. State-of-the art detectors, however, are sensitive to optical blur corrupting the image in many practical calibration scenarios. We propose a novel method for the sub-pixel refinement stage of common checkerboard target detectors. It uses the symmetry of checkerboard crossings and exploits the periodicity in the angular frequency domain when the origin of a polar coordinate system is centered at the crossing.
	%Here, we derive a) the geometry of checkerboard crossings under perspective projection, and b) the Fourier expansion of the intensity signal subject to Gaussian blur.
	The detector estimates the crossing center's sub-pixel position by minimizing spurious frequency components that occur increasingly at ever larger distances from the crossing center.
	%\smallskip
	\medskip

	\setlength{\parindent}{15pt}
	An average localization error of \SI{0.08}{px} is achieved in noisy and artificially blurred synthetic images, surpassing the state of the art by \SI{65}{\percent}. In addition, we evaluated the detector in real-world camera calibration using a public data set, achieving an reprojection error of $\SI{0.11}{px}$ compared to \SI{0.27}{px} for the state of the art.% for the state of the art.

\keywords{Optical blur \and Camera calibration \and Checkerboard detection}
\end{abstract}
%
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
\section{Introduction}\label{sec:introduction}
\subsection{Motivation}\label{ssec:motivation}


Fiducial markers with distinct appearance properties are widely used in many computer vision tasks.
Accurate localization of these markers within an image determines the performance of applications such as camera calibration, photogrammetry, or augmented reality.
For calibration, %, as opposed to photometric calibration,
%is the estimation of intrinsic and
% extrinsic camera parameters.
checkerboard crossings, or \textlcsc{X}-corners, are superior to other markers \cite{Mallon2007} and are therefore predominantly used. %We will therefore restrict ourselves to checkerboard targets and focus on \textlcsc{X}-corner detection.
 %It can be categorised into two approaches. \emph{Self-calibration} methods extract those parameters from multiple uncalibrated images of arbitrary scenes, whereas
% \emph{object-based methods} involve specialised \textls*[0]{\textlcsc{3-D}} or \textls*[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} calibration rigs with known geometric properties.
% Although self-calibration methods perform comparably in terms of the reprojection error in many real-world applications \cite{Dima2016}, they are restricted to estimating the intrinsic parameters (the focal length being known only up to a constant scale factor), since no references in world coordinates are available. Furthermore, self-calibration methods require sufficiently structured scenes, which are not given in many settings, in particular industrial machine vision applications.
%  In close-range photogrammetry, circular markers, or \enquote{control points} in photogrammetry parlance, are frequently used in both calibration and measurement \cite{Heikkila2000}.
% However, checkerboard crossings, or \textlcsc{X}-corners, have been shown  to be superior over circular markers \cite{Mallon2007}, the detection of which is biased in the presence of non-linear lens distortions. We will therefore restrict ourselves to checkerboard targets and focus on \textlcsc{X}-corner detection.



%Remote sensing photogrammetry, ground control points

%In \emph{\textlcsc{AR} applications}, markers often additionally serve as object tags, i.\,e.\@ they need to unambiguously identify individual objects in the physical scene. A variety of
%(unique individual identifier).


%It can be categorised into two approaches. \emph{Self-calibration} methods extract those parameters from multiple uncalibrated images of arbitrary scenes, whereas
%\emph{object-based methods} involve specialised \textls*[0]{\textlcsc{3-D}} or \textls*[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} calibration rigs with known geometric properties.
%Frequently, checkerboard patterns are used as targets here. Although self-calibration methods perform comparably in terms of the reprojection error in many real-world applications \cite{Dima2016}, they are restricted to estimating the intrinsic parameters (the focal length being known only up to a constant scale factor), since no references in world coordinates are available. Furthermore, self-calibration methods require sufficiently structured scenes, which are not given in many settings, in particular industrial machine vision applications.
%which enables to calibrate a camera  with multiple views a single target.

% Camera calibration is of great importance in many computer and machine vision applications. Along
% with photometric calibration, geometric calibration is a key component in the identification of a
% camera system's imaging properties, and involves the estimation of intrinsic and extrinsic camera
% parameters. Extrinsic parameters define the \textlcsc{3-D} coordinate system transformations from
% world coordinates to camera coordinates, i.\,e.\@ the relative pose of an object with respect to the
% camera. Intrinsic parameters determine the perspective mapping of \textlcsc{3-D} points given in
% camera coordinates to the image plane, i.\,e.\@ the camera sensor. Commonly, a pinhole camera model
% is assumed for the mapping, resulting in a linear projective transformation.




Since accurate marker localization is crucial for subsequent estimation tasks,
%\cite{Luhmann2011a,Lavest1998},
%\cite{Lavest1998},
research on their robust detection is of ongoing interest. An important aspect that has been widely ignored, though, is the influence of the focussing behavior of real lenses, i.\,e.\@ optical systems not observing the pin-hole camera model. Common algorithms for calibration target detection rely on images exhibiting sharp high-contrast edges. In contrast, we imagine a scenario in which a camera focussed to far distances
%or to infinity
needs to be calibrated. In this setting, the calibration would usually be carried out with targets in near-range, the camera being refocussed to obtain focussed images of the target. However, the geometric imaging properties, i.\,e.\@ the calibration parameters, change when the focus is moved. It is therefore desirable to accurately detect markers in unfocussed, blurred images as well.
\begin{figure}
	\centering
	\begin{tabular}{@{} c @{\hspace{0.030625\linewidth}} c @{\hspace{0.038625\linewidth}} c @{}}
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.2884\linewidth]{images/circles-crop.pdf}}&
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.30385\linewidth]{images/signal3-crop.pdf}}&
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.332\linewidth]{images/fourier6-crop.pdf}}\\
		(a)&(b)&(c)
	\end{tabular}
%	\caption{(a) Decentered and blurred \textlcsc{X}-corner, (b) signal intensities along local polar angles $\varphi$ (red) and $\varphi^{\ast}$ (blue), and (c) corresponding magnitudes $c_n$ and $c_n^\ast$ of complex Fourier series coefficients.}
	\caption{(a) Decentered and blurred \textlcsc{X}-corner, (b) signal intensities along local polar angles $\varphi$ (red) and $\varphi^{\ast}$ (blue), and (c) corresponding magnitudes $c_n$ and $c_n^\ast$ of complex Fourier series coefficients.}
\label{fig:summary}
\end{figure}
\subsection{Related Work}\label{ssec:relatedwork}
Commonly, the detection of checkerboard calibration targets in images is carried out in a two-stage hierarchical fashion.
First, a coarse detection %---often in a combined framework using topological information such as the number of \textlcsc{X}-corners, and their planarity and connectedness constraints \cite{Placht2014, Fuersattel2016}---is performed.
%The crossing localization
 is typically implemented by Harris-type corner detection \cite{Harris1988},
or by detecting crossing lines.
%or as the result of detected crossing lines. \cite{Geyer2002}. %This first step may also be accomplished entirely by manual labeling \cite{Bouguet2017}.





% Steps:
% \begin{itemize}
%  \item Corner Detection
%  \item Topological ... for entire checkerboard
% \end{itemize}

%zhang Using them introduces a planarity constraint which is beneficial for many estimation algorithms. low rank
% OpenCV: Saddle points using gradient
% \url{https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/calib3d/doc/camera_calibration_and_3d_reconstruction.html#findChessboardCorners}
% \url{https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/imgproc/doc/feature_detection.html#cornersubpix}



%- photogrammetry: circular
%- In human motion analysis, circular retroflective markers are ocmmonly used (cinematic and medical (\cite{Zhou2008}) applications )-- not for calibration!; evtl. Timo oder Basti zitieren)
%-circles/rings

%- fiducial (=individually indentifiable) markers: gute Übersicht auch für AR in \cite{DeGol2017}; state-of-the art ist wohl \cite{Bergamasco2011,Bergamasco2016} (RuneTag)

%- Augemented Reality (AR) markers (\cite{Kato1999}, zB ARToolkit usw.);
%here: detection + recognition (coded IDs)
%- Camera Calibration with fiducial markers: \cite{Daftry2013}

%- Steerable filters \cite{Muehlich2007, Muehlich2012}
%\color{black}\textcolor{red}{UMSTELLEN}

In the second step, the coarse localization is refined to sub-pixel accuracy. Frequently, sub-pixel \textlcsc{X}-corner locations are estimated by fitting a polynomial surface and computing the saddle point %\cite{Lucchese2002,Bouguet2017, Placht2014, Fuersattel2016}.
\cite{Bouguet2017, Fuersattel2016}.
For edge approximation, gradient-based methods are used \cite{OpenCV341}, or blurred step responses are fitted to the image %\cite{Krueger2011,Ha2015}.
\cite{Ha2015}.
\citeauthor{Donne2016} \cite{Donne2016} use a convolutional neural network (\textls[0]{\textlcsc{CNN}}) to train a single-step detector under different viewing angles.
Previous approaches, however, often suffer from reduced precision in the presence of strong optical blur.

In %\cite{Bennett2013,Bennett2014,Bok2016},
\cite{Bennett2014,Bok2016} circular symmetry is used for crossing detection, which in part spurred the development of the proposed method. Further inspiration was drawn from
%\cite{Muehlich2007,Muehlich2012}
\cite{Muehlich2012} in which angular steerable filters are used as a matching template.% Yet, these approaches are limited to the spatial domain.
%
%Since the proposed method involves frequency-domain analysis in polar coordinates, there is a close relationship of the presented approach to Fourier descriptors for shape characterization \cite{Zahn1972}, which enjoy ongoing interest \cite{Wang2009,Liu2014b}.
%
%
%
%
\subsection{Contributions}\label{ssec:contributions}
To enable accurate checkerboard-crossing detection even in severely blurred images, we propose a new specialized detector comprising the following advancements:
\begin{itemize}
 \item We restate that the projective transformation of a single checkerboard crossing is affine and derive the resulting angles at which it is perspectively distorted;
% \item We develop an exact expression for
 \item We provide a Fourier analysis
 of the intensity signal of perspectively distorted \textlcsc{X}-corners subject to Gaussian blur given in polar coordinates; %based on its Fourier series expansion;
 \item We formulate an optimization problem in the frequency domain for locating the center of an \textlcsc{X}-corner, exploiting angular periodicities; % and phase congruency constraints;
 \item And we %provide a practical implementation and
 present comparative experimental results for the localization error on a set of \emph{synthetic} images, and for reprojection errors and estimation variances of state-of-the-art camera calibration on a set of \emph{real} images.
\end{itemize}
\subsubsection{Structure}
This paper is organized as follows: Following the formulation of the checkerboard pattern in \cref{sec:imageformation}, we derive its geometric distortion under perspective transformation and its blurred intensity signal. In \cref{sec:cornerdetection}, the crossing-center detection is discussed. We present a twofold experimental evaluation in \cref{sec:experimentalresults} using synthetic images and by applying the method to camera calibration, and conclude with a discussion (\cref{sec:conclusions}).
%
%
%
%
%
%
%\paragraph{\textcolor{bmv@sectioncolor}{Notation}}
%
\section{Image Formation}\label{sec:imageformation}
%
% We assume an infinitely extending checkerboard pattern to be centered in the $xy$-plane of a 3-\textlcsc{D} world coordinate system, i.\,e.\@ $z=0$, aligned with the $x$- and $y$-axes. Let intensity values $\{0,1\}$ represent black and white, respectively.
% The 2-\textlcsc{D} intensity signal $s(x,y)$ of a single \textlcsc{X}-corner at the origin is given by %the signum function $\sgn(\cdot)$ as
% \begin{equation}\label{eq:xcorner}
% 	s(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}\sgn(x)\.\sgn(y) .
% \end{equation}
% Following this definition, the \mkbibordinal{1} and \mkbibordinal{3} quadrants are white and the \mkbibordinal{2} and \mkbibordinal{4} are black (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary}, left panel, for a blurred and shifted version).
% Thus, an infinite checkerboard pattern can be represented as
% \begin{equation}
% 	S(x,y)  = \sum_{\zeta=-\infty}^\infty\sum_{\eta=-\infty}^\infty (-1)^{\zeta+\eta}\.s(x-\zeta d,y-\eta d)
% %
% %	\frac{1}{4}\sum_{n=-N+1}^{N-2}\sum_{m=-N+1}^{N-2}&\big(\sgn(x-2md)-\sgn(x-(2m+1)d)\big)\cdot\big(\sgn(y-2nd)-\sgn(y-(2n+1)d)\big) \\
% %	    +   &  \big(\sgn(x-(2m+1)d)-\sgn(x-(2m+2)d)\big)\cdot\big(\sgn(y-(2n+1)d)-\sgn(y-(2n+2)d)\big)
% \end{equation}
% with side length $d$ of the black and white squares.
% %> S=zeros(size(X)); for n=-10:10; for m=-10:10; S=S+(-1)^(m+n)*s(X-m*d,Y-n*d);end; end;imshow(S,[])
% %https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_tiling square tiling/square tessellation
% In the following, we confine ourselves to a single black/white crossing centered at the origin (\cref{eq:xcorner}).
We assume the calibration target plane to be centered in the $xy$-plane of a \textls[0]{\textlcsc{3-D}} world coordinate system, i.\,e.\@ $z=0$, aligned with the $x$- and $y$-axes. Let intensity values $\{0,1\}$ represent black and white, respectively. %We confine ourselves to a single black/white crossing centered at the origin
The \textls[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} intensity signal $s(x,y)$ of a single black/white crossing centered at the origin is given by %the signum function $\sgn(\cdot)$ as
\begin{equation}\label{eq:xcorner}
	s(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}\sgn(x)\.\sgn(y),
\end{equation}
where $\sgn(\cdot)$ denotes the signum function.
% Following this definition, the \mkbibordinal{1} and \mkbibordinal{3} quadrants are white and the \mkbibordinal{2} and \mkbibordinal{4} are black (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary}, left panel, for a blurre d and shifted version).
% Thus, an infinite checkerboard pattern can be represented as
% \begin{equation}
% 	S(x,y)  = \sum_{\zeta=-\infty}^\infty\sum_{\eta=-\infty}^\infty (-1)^{\zeta+\eta}\.s(x-\zeta d,y-\eta d)
% %
% %	\frac{1}{4}\sum_{n=-N+1}^{N-2}\sum_{m=-N+1}^{N-2}&\big(\sgn(x-2md)-\sgn(x-(2m+1)d)\big)\cdot\big(\sgn(y-2nd)-\sgn(y-(2n+1)d)\big) \\
% %	    +   &  \big(\sgn(x-(2m+1)d)-\sgn(x-(2m+2)d)\big)\cdot\big(\sgn(y-(2n+1)d)-\sgn(y-(2n+2)d)\big)
% \end{equation}
% with side length $d$ of the black and white squares.
% %> S=zeros(size(X)); for n=-10:10; for m=-10:10; S=S+(-1)^(m+n)*s(X-m*d,Y-n*d);end; end;imshow(S,[])
% %https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_tiling square tiling/square tessellation
% In the following, we confine ourselves to a single black/white crossing centered at the origin (\cref{eq:xcorner}).
In \textls[0]{\textlcsc{3-D}} homogeneous coordinates, its geometry is given by two orthogonal lines
\begin{equation}\label{eq:L1L2}
	% not available in Computer Modern
	%	\bm{L}_1 \equiv \left(\tau_1,0,0,1\right)\tran \quad\text{and}\quad \bm{L}_2 \equiv \left(0,\tau_2,0,1\right)\tran, \quad\tau_1,\tau_2\in \vmathbb{R}.
	\bm{L}_1 \equiv \left(\tau_1,0,0,1\right)\tran \quad\text{and}\quad \bm{L}_2 \equiv \left(0,\tau_2,0,1\right)\tran, \quad\tau_1,\tau_2\in \mathds{R}.
\end{equation}
%intersecting at an angle of \ang{90}.
%, and the TOPOLOGY? ORIENTATION?, i.e. whether ... black or white ... side of hte line. (topology)
%
%
%The checkerboard corner is defined by two lines $l_1$ and $l_2$ in the $xy$-plane intersecting at \ang{90} with
% \begin{equation}
% l_1\!\!: \left(x,y,z\right)\tran = \left(t_1,0,0\right)\tran
% \end{equation}
% and
% \begin{equation}
% l_2\!\!: \left(x,y,z\right)\tran = \left(0,t_2,0\right)\tran,
% \end{equation}
% $t_1, t_2\in\vmathbb{R}$.
%
%
%
\subsection{Geometric Projection}\label{ssec:projection}
%
Subsequently, the common model of a projective pin-hole camera is adopted, neglecting non-linear lens distortions.
Here, a projective camera is assumed with rotation $\bm{R} \equiv \left(r_{ij}\right)\in\mathds{R}^{3\times 3}$ and translation $\bm{T}\equiv (t_x,t_y,t_z)\tran$ (extrinsic parameters), and camera calibration matrix $\bm{K}\in\mathds{R}^{3\times 3}$ (intrinsic parameters).
% Let the rotation matrix
% \begin{equation}\label{eq:rotationmatrix}
% 	\bm{R}
% % 	\equiv
% % 	\begin{pmatrix}
% % 		r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\
% % 		r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\
% % 		r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33}
% % 	\end{pmatrix}
% 	= \bm{R}_\gamma\bm{R}_\beta\bm{R}_\alpha
% \end{equation}
% be constructed of concatenated rotations $\bm{R}_\gamma$, $\bm{R}_\beta$, and $\bm{R}_\alpha$
% around the unit vectors by $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$.
% %$\bm{T}\equiv \left(t_x,t_y,t_z,1\right)\tran$ is the origin of the world coordinate system with respect to the camera, i.\,e.\@ in homogeneous camera coordinates.
We employ a simplified calibration matrix with focal length $f$\hspace{-0.35mm}, vanishing skew coefficient, and a centered
principal point.
% , i.\,e.\@
% \newcommand*{\I}{^\mathrm{I}}
% \begin{equation}\label{eq:cameramatrix}
% 	\bm{K} \equiv
% 	\begin{pmatrix}
% 		f & 0 & 0 \\
% 		0 & f & 0 \\
% 		0 & 0 & 1
% 	\end{pmatrix} .
% \end{equation}
% In general, a scene point $\bm{X}\equiv (X,Y,Z,1)\tran$ in homogeneous \textlcsc{3-D} world
% coordinates is projected by a projection matrix $\bm{P}\equiv\bm{K}\left[\bm{R}\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\big|\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\bm{T}\right]$ to the homogeneous image coordinate
% \begin{equation}
% 	\bm{x}
% 	%\equiv \left(x,y,z\right)\tran
% 	=\bm{P}\.\bm{X}=\bm{K}\left[\bm{R}\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\big|\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\bm{T}\right]\bm{X}.
% \end{equation}
% obtaining the resulting image coordinate $\bm{p}\I \equiv \left(p_x\I, p_y\I\right)\tran$ through
% normalization by the $z$ component:
% \begin{equation}\label{eq:collinear}
% 	\bm{p}\I = \begin{pmatrix}\dfrac{p_x}{p_z} \vspace{2mm}\\ \dfrac{p_y}{p_z}\end{pmatrix}=
% 	f \cdot \hspace{0.5mm}\begin{pmatrix}
% 	 \dfrac{r_{11}(P_x-t_x) + r_{12}(P_y-t_y) + r_{13}(P_z-t_z)}{r_{31}(P_x-t_x) + r_{32}(P_y-t_y) + r_{33}(P_z-t_z)} \vspace{2mm}\\
% 	 \dfrac{r_{21}(P_x-t_x) + r_{22}(P_y-t_y) + r_{23}(P_z-t_z)}{r_{31}(P_x-t_x) + r_{32}(P_y-t_y) + r_{33}(P_z-t_z)}
%  \end{pmatrix}.
% \end{equation}
Hence, the projections of $\bm{L}_1$ and $\bm{L}_2$ by a projection matrix $\bm{P}\equiv\bm{K}\left[\bm{R}\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\big|\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\bm{T}\right]$
are
\begin{equation}
	\bm{l}_1 = \bm{P}\.\bm{L}_1 = \begin{pmatrix}fr_{11}\tau_1+ft_x \\ fr_{21}\tau_1+ft_y \\ r_{31}\tau_1+t_z\end{pmatrix} \quad\text{and}\quad
	\bm{l}_2 = \bm{P}\.\bm{L}_2 = \begin{pmatrix}fr_{12}\tau_2+ft_x \\ fr_{22}\tau_2+ft_y \\ r_{32}\tau_2+t_z\end{pmatrix},
\end{equation}
or, after normalization to Euclidean \textls[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} coordinates of the image plane,
\begin{equation}
	\bm{\hat{l}}_1 = \dfrac{1}{r_{31}\tau_1+t_z}\begin{pmatrix}fr_{11}\tau_1+ft_x \\ fr_{21}\tau_1+ft_y\end{pmatrix} \quad\text{and}\quad
	\bm{\hat{l}}_2 = \dfrac{1}{r_{32}\tau_2+t_z}\begin{pmatrix}fr_{12}\tau_2+ft_x \\ fr_{22}\tau_2+ft_y\end{pmatrix}.
\end{equation}
Applying the re-parametrizations
\begin{equation}
	\tau_1' = -\left(\dfrac{t_z^2}{r_{31}\tau_1}+t_z\right)^{-1} \quad\text{and}\quad \tau_2' = -\left(\dfrac{t_z^2}{r_{32}\tau_2}+t_z\right)^{-1}
\end{equation}
to $\bm{\hat{l}}_1$ and $\bm{\hat{l}}_2$, respectively, we obtain
\begin{equation}\label{eq:projectedlines}
\bm{\hat{l}}_1 = \begin{pmatrix}f\left(t_x-\frac{r_{11}}{r_{31}}t_z\right)\tau_1' + f\frac{t_x}{t_z} \\ f\left(t_y-\frac{r_{21}}{r_{31}}t_z\right)\tau_1' + f\frac{t_y}{t_z} \end{pmatrix}
	\quad\text{and}\quad
\bm{\hat{l}}_2 = \begin{pmatrix}f\left(t_x-\frac{r_{12}}{r_{32}}t_z\right)\tau_2' + f\frac{t_x}{t_z} \\ f\left(t_y-\frac{r_{22}}{r_{32}}t_z\right)\tau_2' + f\frac{t_y}{t_z} \end{pmatrix},
\end{equation}
% The cheirality constraints that both lines be in front of the camera, i.\,e.\@ $r_{31}\tau_1+t_z >  0$ and $r_{32}\tau_2+t_z > 0$, are fulfilled for   % \overset{!}{\geq}
% \begin{equation}
% 	\tau_1', \tau_2' > -\frac{1}{t_z}.
% \end{equation}
%\cref{eq:projectedlines}
which is a \textls[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} affine transformation
% \begin{equation}
% 	\bm{A} \equiv \begin{pmatrix}a_{11} & a_{12} & x_0 \\ a_{21} & a_{22} & y_0 \\
% 	0 & 0 & 1
% 	\end{pmatrix}
% % 	= \begin{pmatrix}f\left(t_x-\frac{r_{11}}{r_{31}}t_z \right) & f\left(t_x-\frac{r_{12}}{r_{32}}t_z \right) & f\frac{t_x}{t_z}\\
% % 		f\left(t_y-\frac{r_{21}}{r_{31}}t_z \right) & f\left(t_y-\frac{r_{22}}{r_{32}}t_z \right) & f\frac{t_y}{t_z}\\
% % 		0 & 0 & 1
% % 	\end{pmatrix}
% \end{equation}
of the straight lines
\begin{equation}
	\bm{L}_1' \equiv \left(\tau_1',0,1\right)\tran \quad\text{and}\quad \bm{L}_2' \equiv \left(0,\tau_2',1\right)\tran
\end{equation}
in the image plane. We see that for the pair of orthogonal lines $\bm{L}_1$ and $\bm{L}_2$, the projective transform reduces to an affine one. % to an affinity?
% The projected lines $\bm{}
% \begin{equation}
% 	\tan{\beta_1} = \frac{r_{21}t_z-r_{31}t_y}{r_{11}t_z-r_{31}t_x} \quad\text{and}\quad \tan{\beta_2} = \frac{r_{22}t_z-r_{32}t_y}{r_{12}t_z-r_{32}t_x}
% \end{equation}



%
% A checkerboard ... (Summe...)
% A single \textlcsc{X}-corner with l1, l2 on the x-y plane is projected to ... ... ...  (Formel). Since lines are (verb) to lines under a projective transformation, blablab mit K*R*T usw durhcrechnen
% We find that => affine transformation mit winkel beta zzgl offsetwinkel phi0
%
% FOr \textlcsc{X}-corner, the projective transformation => affine transformation
% (=> proof for lines)

Using \cref{eq:projectedlines} we can calculate the angles $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ at which the projections $\bm{\hat{l}}_1$ and $\bm{\hat{l}}_2$, respectively, intersect the $x$-axis of the image plane, as
\begin{equation}\label{eq:angles}
	\beta_1 = \arctan{\frac{r_{31}t_y-r_{21}t_z}{r_{31}t_x-r_{11}t_z}} \quad\text{and}\quad \beta_2 = \arctan{\frac{r_{32}t_y-r_{22}t_z }{r_{32}t_x-r_{12}t_z}},
\end{equation}
and see that both lines intersect with the angle $\beta = \beta_2-\beta_1, \ 0<\beta<\pi,$ at $\bm{x}_0 \equiv (x_0,y_0)\tran$. Note that throughout this paper, the quadrant-aware arc tangent is used.
% \begin{equation}
% 	\bm{x}_0 \equiv
% 	\begin{pmatrix}
% 	 x_0 \\ y_0
% 	\end{pmatrix}
% 	=
% 	\begin{pmatrix}
% 	 f\frac{t_x}{t_z} \\ f\frac{t_y}{t_z}
% 	\end{pmatrix}.
% \end{equation}
The projected intensity at $\bm{\hat{x}}\equiv (\hat{x},\hat{y},1)\tran = \bm{A}\.(x,y,1)\tran$ is then
\begin{equation}
	\hat{s}(x,y) = s(\hat{x},\hat{y})
	%sign(sind(beta1)*X cosd(beta1)*Y).*sign(sind(beta2).*X - cosd(beta2)*Y)
\end{equation} or, using the backprojection $\bm{A}^{-1}\.\bm{\hat{x}}$ and the substitutions \cref{eq:angles},% and some trigonometric symmetries,
\begin{equation}\label{eq:projectedintensity}
% 	\begin{split}
% 		\hat{s}(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}&\sgn{\Big((x-x_0)\sin{\beta_2} -(y-y_0)\cos{\beta_2}\Big)}\\
% 		\times&\sgn{\Big(\hspace{-3pt}-\hspace{-2pt}(x-x_0)\sin{\beta_1} + (y-y_0)\cos{\beta_1}\Big)}.
% 	\end{split}
	\begin{split}
		\hat{s}(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}&\sgn{\big(\hspace{-2pt}\left(x-x_0\right)\sin{\beta_2} -\left(y-y_0\right)\cos{\beta_2}\big)}\\
		\times&\sgn{\big(\hspace{-3pt}-\hspace{-2pt}\left(x-x_0\right)\sin{\beta_1} + \left(y-y_0\right)\cos{\beta_1}\big)}.
	\end{split}
\end{equation}
We can simplify $\hat{s}(x,y)$ further by dropping the translation $\bm{x}_0$ and rotating by $-\beta_1$ such that $\bm{\hat{l}}_1$ coincides with the $x$-axis, and obtain the aligned intensity signal
\begin{equation}
	\hat{s}(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}\sgn(x-y\cot{\beta})\.\sgn(y).
\end{equation}

\vspace{-11pt}
%
% Possible non-linear lens distortion is often handled according to the Brown-Conrady model \cite{Conrady1919, Brown1966}
% as a Taylor approximation of radial and tangential displacement components. It introduces a location-dependent transformation such that lines are no longer rectilinear.
% In the following, we assume a reasonably small lens distortion, namely a locally vanishing curvature of the lines in the vicinity of an \textlcsc{X}-corner.
% % , such that only the offset $\bm{x}_0$ is subject to a displacement.
% % Tsai1987XXXXXXXX, XXX. For the case of radial distortions, factor .. in in equal measure and therefore and does not perturb xxx at all XXXXXXXXXXXx
% % The tangent of the non-linearly distorted approximates
% % Lens distortion f(...) of xcorner
% % locally affine
% % in the vicinty of the centre of the \textlcsc{X}-corner
% % lens distortion => locally
%
%
\subsection{Optical Blur}\label{ssec:blur}

The blur introduced by the optical system is commonly assumed to be Gaussian,
%and reasonably argued to be Gaussian \cite{Pentland1987,Subbarao1990}
i.\,e.\@ the projected \textls[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}}
image intensity signal $\hat{s}(x,y)$ is subject to a convolution
\begin{equation}
	\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(x,y) = \hat{s}(x,y)\ast g(x,y)
\end{equation}
with a separable isotropic Gaussian blur kernel\vspace{-1.1mm}
\begin{equation}
	g(x,y) = \frac{1}{2\sigma^2\pi}\e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}}.\vspace{-1.8mm}
\end{equation}
%?It has been be reasonably argued And commonly assumed that while … , in the overall observation?viw? (white light => spectrally wide/flat) => Gaussian blur. [Quelle]. The image blur induced (introduced) by the optical system can therefore be modelled by the linear 2-D convolultion
%
%We follow the common assumption of Gaussian blur, which can be justified for polychromatic light sources \cite{Pentland1987} (rigorous derivation: \cite{Subbarao1990} => alerdings nicht Gaußsch)
%
%3-d psf (\cite{Fillard1994} (nach \cite[484]{Born1999} (originally \cite[440]{Born1986}))):
%
\subsubsection{Case 1: \textlcsc{X}-corner without projective transformation ($\hspace{\nulldelimiterspace}\beta = \ang{90}$).}
First, we consider a simple undistorted checkerboard crossing at the origin (\cref{eq:xcorner}). Carrying out the convolution yields the \textls[0]{\textlcsc{2-D}} step response of the Gaussian kernel
\begin{equation}
	s_\mathrm{blur}(x,y) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}\erf\left(\frac{x}{\sqrt{2}\sigma}\right)\.\erf\left(\frac{y}{\sqrt{2}\sigma}\right),
\end{equation}
where $\erf(\cdot)$ is the Gaussian error function \cite[Eq.\@ (7.2.1)]{NIST2010}.
We %now
change to polar coordinates $(r,\varphi)$ with $x=r\cos{\varphi}$, $y=r\sin{\varphi}$ according to
\begin{equation}\label{eq:undistpolar}
	s_\mathrm{blur}(r,\varphi) = \rfrac{1}{2}+\rfrac{1}{2}\erf\left(\frac{r\cos{\varphi}}{\sqrt{2}\sigma}\right)\.\erf\left(\frac{r\sin{\varphi}}{\sqrt{2}\sigma}\right)
\end{equation}
and develop the Fourier series expansion
\begin{equation}\label{eq:undistfourier}
	s_\mathrm{blur}(r,\varphi) = \dfrac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^\infty \left( a_n\cos{n\varphi} + b_n\sin{n\varphi}\right). %= \dfrac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^\infty c_n\sin{(n\varphi-\widetilde{\varphi}_n)}
\end{equation}
% with
% \begin{equation}
% 	c_n = \sqrt{a_n^2+b_n^2}\quad\text{and}\quad \widetilde{\varphi}_n = \arctan{\frac{-a_n}{b_n}}.
% \end{equation}
Apart from the constant offset, \cref{eq:undistpolar} is odd in $\varphi$, hence we immediately find $a_n=0$ for $n=1,2,3,\ldots$, and $a_0=1$.
%Using a well-known result from heat conduction theory \cite{Rainville1953}, it follows after some modifications that
%\begin{equation}\label{eq:fcoeffs}
%	b_n = \frac{2\varrho\.\e^{-\varrho^2}}{\sqrt{\pi}n}\.\bigg(I_{\frac{n-1}{2}}\left(\varrho^2\right)+I_{\frac{n+1}{2}}\left(\varrho^2\right)\bigg)
%\end{equation}
%with $\varrho \equiv \vfrac{r}{\!\sqrt{2}\sigma}$ and the modified Bessel function of the first kind $I_\mu$ of order $\mu$. %(please refer to the supplemental material for details).

Since $s_\mathrm{blur}(r,\varphi)$ is $\pi$-periodic with respect to $\varphi$ (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary} (b), top panel),
%its Fourier expansion is non-zero only for the doubled odd $n$, i.\,e.\@ $n=2,6,10,\ldots = 2\.(2k+1),\  k\in\vmathbb{N}_0$,
% double-stroke font for CM
its Fourier expansion is non-zero only for the doubled odd $n$, i.\,e.\@ $n=2,6,10,\ldots = 2\.(2k+1),\  k\in\mathds{N}_0$,
and equals $b_n = 0$ otherwise (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary} (c), top panel).
% For vanishing blur, \cref{eq:fcoeffs} converges to the known result for periodic rectangular signals
% \begin{equation}
% 	b_n = \frac{4}{\pi\.n} \quad\text{for}\enskip\sigma\rightarrow 0.
% \end{equation}






% % %
% % %
% % % Convolving EQA with theGaussian kernel
% % %
% % % yields
% % % xxx error functions
% % % it can be shown (see appendix xxx)thatEQX can be expressed  in polar coordinates (r,phi) with (x,y,=rcosphi,rsinpohoi)    % odr :As shown in the appendix xxx,
% % % as xxxxx.
% % %
% % % Fig. xxxa polar coordinates einmal rum => It can be seen that the intensity signal along phi performing (?) one Umrundung ... is Pi-periodic. ; In communication parlance, two rectangular pulse/signal of XXX tastverjhältnis/duty cycle of 0,5
% % %
% % % We calculate the Fourier serries expasion
% % % I(phi) = sum(acos)+bsin()
% % % of EQXXX with
% % % a=...
% % % and b= int ..
% % % and find (see appendix xxxx)
% % % a=...
% % % ,
% % % b...
% % %
% % % Aussagen über ungeradzahlige Vielfache usw.
% % %
% % %
% % % Confluent Hypergeometric Function of the First Kind
% % % also know as Kummer's function of the first kind M(a,b,z)
% % % Kummer's confluent hypergeometric function 1F1(a;b;z)
% % % Lösung Fourierreihe in Polarkoordinaten des Schachbretts: \cite{Rainville1953}, with corr in \cite{Cooke1955}
% % %
% % % Using a well known identity/After some conversions /steps which are left out here for reassons of brevity, eq xx can be restated in Terms of modifiedbessel functions of the 1st? Kind i of Order v.
% % %
% % %  As expected, bn convrrges/reduc3f to the commonly known expression bn... =lim... For sqwuasres waves when sigmsa gegen 0, Puls ratio 50 %
% % %
% % % Kummer …
% % % After some calculations (using the expansion of M), which are left out for reasons of brevity here, we find that the Fourier coefficients are given by
% % % a term involving the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order according to .. (Kummer -> BesselI in DLMF Eq. 13.6.9)
% % %
% % % Camera distortion model \cite{Tang2017}
% % %
% % % - Gefilterter Keil:
% % % (FOrmle)
% % % Ergrbenis:
% % % mit substitution,  symmetries und \cite[p.\adddotspace 8 eq.\adddotspace (13)]{Ng1969}
% % % \cite[eq.\adddotspace (7)]{Hadzi1973}
% % %
% % % Ding2017 deal with defocus
% % %
% % % Polarkoordinaten: Später: evtl. auf Ellipse rundgehen; Verzeichnung berücksichtigen? geht vielleicht, weil Stetig
% % %
% % % ***
% % %
% % %
% % % xxxxx,sternchenxxxxx = integral
% % % with a Gaussian kernel xxxx.
% % % with XXX denoting the inciding image and xxx the blurred image recorded(?) besser: output by the sensor (oder: geliefert)?
% % %
% % %

\subsubsection{Case 2: \textlcsc{X}-corner subject to projective transformation ($\num{0} < \beta < \ang{180}$).}
For $\beta \neq \ang{90}$, $\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(r,\varphi)$ is not odd any more, cf. \cref{fig:summary} (b), bottom panel. % (in signal processing parlance, it would be termed an asymmetric pulse train exhibiting a duty cycle of $\vfrac{\beta}{\pi} \neq\num{0.5}$).
Due to the signal nevertheless being $\pi$-periodic, all odd coefficients still vanish, i.\,e.\@ $a_n, b_n = 0$ for $n=2k+1$.
However, the even cosine coefficients differ from zero in this case, i.\,e.\@ $a_n \neq 0, n=2k$ (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary} (c), bottom panel). %We therefore change to the phase-shift representation (\cref{eq:undistfourier}, right-hand side).
% \begin{equation}\label{eq:distfourier}
% 	s_\mathrm{blur}(r,\varphi) = \dfrac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^\infty c_n\sin{n(\varphi-\varphi_0)}
% \end{equation}



%\emph{N.\,b.} in fact, Fourier developed the expansion into trigonometric series for precisely the very purpose of solving heat conduction problems \cite{Fourier1808}.
%\color{red}
% For image generation purposes ,
% .... .... .... Integral angeben; evtl. gengelaisiert fehlerfunktion oder/und owen's t-function
% Fig. XXXb is also Pi-period; however, the according rectangular pulse train (?) exhibits a duty cycle of beta/pi
% We refrain from calculating a closed-form solution for Cartesian coordinates; instead, we directly move to polar coordinates
%
% but is expressed using Owen's $T$-function((X oder welche)) , which is implemented in many numeric software packages, as



%\color{black}\textcolor{red}{UMSTELLEN}





% However, Fourier series is in phi*beta/pi (??) und nicht iun phi; an/bn-Integral => ergibt dann ....
% Of course, Case 2 reduced to Case 1 when phi=90°:... ("doppelt" ungeradzahlige)
% Aussagen über Ungeradzahlige Vielfache usw.
% For beta=90° (no projective distortion), simplifies. to... ... ... ... = erf()*erf()
% which is, of course, the 2-D convolution of an \textlcsc{X}-corner (eqref..) with an Gaussian blur kernel (eqref)






\section{Corner Detection}\label{sec:cornerdetection}
%\color{red}
%\subsection{Fourier series of polar coordinates}
%Phase Congruency
Now we assume the origin of the local polar coordinate system be offset by $\bm{x}_0$ (cf.\@ \cref{fig:summary} (a)).
Using the decentered polar coordinates
\begin{equation}
	r^{\ast}(x,y)\equiv r(x-x_0,y-y_0)=\sqrt{(x-x_0)^2+(y-y_0)^2}
\end{equation}
and
\begin{equation}
 \varphi^{\ast}(x,y) \equiv \varphi(x-x_0,y-y_0) = \arctan{\frac{y-y_{0}}{x-x_{0}}},
\end{equation}
we obtain the complex Fourier coefficients
\begin{equation}\label{eq:complexcoefficients}
	a_n^{\ast} + \mathrm{j}\.b_n^{\ast} = \frac{1}{2\pi}\int_0^{2\pi} \hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(r^{\ast},\varphi^{\ast})\.\e^{\,\mathrm{j}n\varphi^{\ast}} \differential\varphi^{\ast} .
\end{equation}
Since we saw that the Fourier components $c_n$ are non-zero only for even $n$ due to the $\pi$-periodicity of $\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}$, the task of localizing the center of the \textlcsc{X}-corner, viz.\@ the estimation of the offset $\bm{x}_0= (x_0,y_0)\tran$, is simply the problem of minimizing the magnitudes $c_n^{\ast} = |a_n^{\ast} + \mathrm{j}b_n^{\ast}|$, $n=2k+1$, of the odd components along the offset polar angle $\varphi^{\ast}$ with respect to $\bm{x}_0$. This can be expressed as the non-linear least-squares minimization problem
\begin{equation}
	\bm{x}_0^\mathrm{est} \equiv (x_0^\mathrm{est},y_0^\mathrm{est})\tran = \underset{x_0,y_0}{\arg\min} \sum_{k=0}^\infty \left|a^{\ast}_{2k+1} + \mathrm{j}b^{\ast}_{2k+1}\right|^2,
\end{equation}
or, inserting \cref{eq:complexcoefficients},
\begin{equation}
	\bm{x}_0^\mathrm{est} = \underset{x_0,y_0}{\arg\min} \sum_{k=0}^\infty \left|\frac{1}{2\pi}\int_0^{2\pi} \hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(r^{\ast},\varphi^{\ast})\.\e^{\,\mathrm{j}(2k+1)\varphi^{\ast}} \differential\varphi^{\ast} \right|^2
\end{equation}
for a particular radius $r^{\ast}$. To exploit image information at all radii, we integrate along $r^{\ast}$, wherein we account for the Jacobian determinant $r^{\ast}$ of polar coordinates. %, resulting in an additional factor $r^{\ast}$.
Moreover, we introduce a weighting term $r^{\ast}\exp{\left(-\frac{{r^{\ast}}^2}{2\alpha^2}\right)}$ such that the influence at very small ($r\ll\alpha$) and large radii ($r>\alpha$) is attenuated for improved robustness, and obtain an improved second estimate $\bm{x}_0^{\mathrm{est}_2} \equiv (x_0^{\mathrm{est}_2},y_0^{\mathrm{est}_2})\tran$ as
\begin{equation}
	\bm{x}_0^{\mathrm{est}_2} = \underset{x_0,y_0}{\arg\min} \sum_{k=0}^\infty \left|\frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^\infty {r^{\ast}}^2\exp\left(-\frac{{r^{\ast}}^2}{2\alpha^2}\right)\.\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(r^{\ast},\varphi^{\ast})\.\e^{\,\mathrm{j}(2k+1)\varphi^{\ast}}
	\differential r^{\ast}\differential\varphi^{\ast}\right|^2\hspace{-4.5pt}.
\end{equation}
Since the signal $\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}$ is only given on a Cartesian sampling grid, we now change to discrete positions $(i,j)$ in a finite window of interest $W$ of size $N\times N$ and find
\begin{equation}\label{eq:minproblem}
	\bm{x}_0^{\mathrm{est}_2} = \underset{x_0,y_0}{\arg\min} \sum_{k=0}^\infty \left|\sum_{(i,j)\in W}\frac{{r^{\ast}}(i,j)  }{N^2}\.\exp\left(-\frac{{r^{\ast}}^2(i,j)}{2\alpha^2}\right)\.\hat{s}_\mathrm{blur}(i,j)\.\e^{\,\mathrm{j}(2k+1)\varphi^{\ast}(i,j)}\right|^2
\end{equation}
with $r^{\ast}(i,j) = \sqrt{(i-x_0)^2+(\,j-y_0)^2}$ and $\varphi^{\ast}(i,j) = \arctan{\frac{j-y_{0}}{i-x_{0}}}$. By computing the Jacobian which is omitted here, it can be seen that \cref{eq:minproblem} is locally convex within the sub-pixel search range $\| \bm{x}_0\| \leq \vfrac{1}{\sqrt{2}}\si{px}$.

%\color{black}\textcolor{red}{UMSTELLEN}
\vspace{-1mm}
\section{Experimental Results}\label{sec:experimentalresults}
%\subsection*{Temp: Implementation}
%\subsection*{Temp: Test data}
%\subsection*{Temp: Results}
\vspace{-1mm}
\subsection{Synthetic Images}\label{ssec:syntheticimages}
%Using \cref{eq:distpolar},
Grayscale images of blurred and perspectively distorted \textlcsc{X}-corners for varying blur parameter $\sigma$, distortion angle $\beta$, and sub-pixel offset $(x_0,y_0)$ were generated. They were subsequently corrupted by additive Gaussian noise of reasonable variance $\sigma_n^2 = 25$
%(with respect to
(w.\,r.\,t.\@
an intensity value range of $\numrange[range-phrase = \ldots]{0}{255}$), corresponding to a \textls[0]{\textlcsc{PSNR}} of \SI{34.1}{\decibel}, and quantized to \SI{8}{bit}. Experiments were repeated $\num{20}\times$ with different realizations of random noise in each iteration, with the results averaged.

%We added Gaussian noise variance $\sigma_n^2 = 4$, which was empirically determined from the \textcolor{red}{test dataset XXX} (cf.\@ \cref{ssec:application}) as a typical value for real-world applications.
In all experiments, we assumed that the first coarse localization with integer-pixel accuracy has already been done, and only evaluated the sub-pixel detection stage. The proposed method \cref{eq:minproblem} was realized using \textls[0]{\textsc{Matlab}}'s \texttt{lsqnonlin()}, which implements the trust-region reflective algorithm. %\cite{Branch1999}.
The analytically derived Jacobian was provided as input. An offset of $\bm{x}_0 = (0,0)$ was used as initialization, and the lower and upper bounds $\xi_l=(\num{-0.5}, \num{-0.5})$ and $\xi_u=(\num{0.5}, \num{0.5})$, respectively, were imposed. A window size of $N=81$ was used to accommodate for high blur levels. Average execution times of \SI{0.42}{\second} were measured on a \SI{3.5}{\giga\hertz} \textls[0]{\textlcsc{CPU}}.

We benchmarked against Open\textls[0]{\textlcsc{CV}} v3.4.1's \texttt{cornerSubPix()} \cite{OpenCV341} based upon Bouguet's \textls[0]{\textsc{CalTech}} toolbox \cite{Bouguet2017}, and \texttt{detectCheckerboardPoints()} from \textls[0]{\textsc{Matlab}}'s
%Computer Vision
\textls[0]{\textlcsc{CV}}
System Toolbox (v8.1, \textls[0]{\textlcsc{R}}2018a) based upon \citeauthor{Geiger2012} \cite{Geiger2012}.

\begin{figure}
	\centering
	\begin{tabular}{@{} c @{\hspace{0.0131\linewidth}} c @{\hspace{0.0131\linewidth}} c @{}}
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.3246\linewidth]{images/blur2-cropNEU.pdf}}&
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.3246\linewidth]{images/angle2-cropNEU.pdf}}&
		\bmvaHangBox{\includegraphics[width=0.3246\linewidth]{images/histogram-crop.pdf}}\\
		(a)&(b)&(c)
	\end{tabular}\vspace{-0.5mm}
	\caption{\textit{Synthetic \textlcsc{X}-corners:} Absolute localization error (a) w.\,r.\,t.\@ blur parameter $\sigma$, and (b) w.\,r.\,t.\@ distortion angle $\beta$ at a typical blur level of $\sigma=\SI{6}{px}$. (c) \textit{Real images:} Distribution of reprojection errors $e_\mathrm{repr}$ after camera calibration.}
	\label{fig:syntheticresults}
	\vspace{-2mm}
\end{figure}


% \begin{figure}
% 	\centering
% 	\includegraphics[width=\linewidth]{images/test2.tikz}
% 	\caption{matlab2tikz test.}
% 	\label{fig:matlab2tikztest}
% 	\vspace{-2mm}
% \end{figure}


For distortion angles $\beta = \text{\SIlist[list-final-separator = {, and }, list-units = repeat]{90;90\pm 45;90\pm 60}{\degree}}$, the absolute localization error $\varepsilon$ averaged over all sub-pixel offsets is depicted in \cref{fig:syntheticresults} (a) as a function of the blur parameter $\sigma$. We can see that the proposed method outperforms the state of the art increasingly with the amount of blur. It was noted that the detector still performs well in blur ranges of $\sigma > \SI{15}{px}$ where the state-of-the-art methods fail to return meaningful results.

For $\sigma=\SI{6}{px}$ which was empirically determined from the Dima data set (cf.\@ \cref{ssec:application} and \cite{Dima2016}) as a typical value for real-world applications, we varied the distortion angle $\beta$ in a range from \SIrange{10}{170}{\degree} (\cref{fig:syntheticresults} (b)). We find that the localization error of our method is invariant for distortions between  \SIrange[range-phrase = { and }]{50}{130}{\degree}.
\vspace{-6mm}
\subsection{Application: Calibration with Checkerboard Targets}\label{ssec:application}
To evaluate the proposed detector for practical applications, we applied it to camera calibration with checkerboard calibration rigs.
For that purpose, we chose the \textls[0]{\textsc{CalTech}} Camera Calibration Toolbox for \textls[0]{\textsc{Matlab}} \cite{Bouguet2017}, which implements the popular method by
%Zhang \cite{Zhang1998,Zhang2000},
Zhang \cite{Zhang2000},
and substituted the three aforementioned sub-pixel detectors for the toolbox-native one.
We used the data set by \citeauthor{Dima2016} \cite{Dima2016}, comprising \SI[number-unit-product = -]{18}{Mpx} images of a target taken with a \textls[0]{\textlcsc{DSLR}} at \num{17} viewpoints.
%In order to account for large amounts of blur as well, we additionally used a Pentax \textlcsc{K}-3 with intentionally defocussed lens by placing the focus to infinity, to generate \num{24} viewpoints of a target mounted on a rotary-table at a resolution of \SI{24}{Mpx}.


In this setup, no ground truth data were available. We therefore followed the common approach to assess the detector by analysing the parameter estimation variances. The key results are presented in \cref{table:estimationvariances}. It can be seen that the enhanced accuracy demonstrated in \cref{ssec:syntheticimages} significantly reduced the standard deviation of the estimated camera parameters in most of the cases compared to the state of the art, and reduced the mean absolute reprojection error $e_\mathrm{repr}$ by $\SI{58}{\percent}$. Histograms of $e_\mathrm{repr}$ are depicted in \cref{fig:syntheticresults} (c).

\vspace{-2mm}
%


% \begin{table}[t]
% 	\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.2}
% 	\rmfamilylf
% % 	\fontfamily{\rmdefaultlf}\selectfont % change to lining figures
% 	\centering
% 	\caption{Beispieltabelle: Impact of additive Gaussian noise on estimation accuracy. \emph{Dieses Format benutzen!}}
% 	\label{table:noise}
% 	\begin{tabular}{@{}l | r r r r @{}}
% 	\toprule
% 	$\sigma_{n}$ & \phantom{0}0\phantom{.00} & 1\phantom{.00}   & 2\phantom{.00} & 5\phantom{.00} \\
% 	\midrule
% 	$e_{\mathrm{repr}}/10^{-4}$ & \num{1.41}   & \num{1.65}   & \num{2.87} & \num{7.31} \\
% 	$\mathrm{\textsc{\MakeLowercase{RMSE}}}(\kappa)/10^{-3}$  & \num{4.74}   & \num{6.81}   & \num{10.40} & \num{18.29} \\
% 	\bottomrule
% 	\end{tabular}
% \end{table}

%Dataset Dima \cite{Dima2016} und own \\
\section{Conclusions}\label{sec:conclusions}
\vspace{-1mm}
In this paper, we presented a novel method for sub-pixel accurate estimation of the position of checkerboard crossings in images.
It exploits the $\pi$-periodicy of their intensity signal in local polar coordinates, which are analyzed in the frequency domain to derive a non-linear cost function for least-squares optimization. To this end, we restated the transformation of \textlcsc{X}-corners under perspective projection.%, and derived an expression for the intensity signal of checkerboards subject to Gaussian blur.

\begin{table}[t]
	\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.2}
	\rmfamilylf
	% 	\fontfamily{\rmdefaultlf}\selectfont % change to lining figures
	\centering
	\caption{\textit{Real images.} Impact of detection method on calibration accuracy.}
	\label{table:estimationvariances}
	%	\begin{tabular}{@{}l | r r r r @{}}
	\begin{tabular}{@{}l | c c c @{}}
		\toprule
		%	$\sigma_{n}$ & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{0} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{1}  & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{2} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{5} \\
		%Method & Open\textls[0]{\textlcsc{CV}}  & \citeauthor{Geiger2012} & proposed \\
		Method & Open\textls[0]{\textlcsc{CV}} \cite{OpenCV341} & \citeauthor{Geiger2012} \cite{Geiger2012} & proposed \\
		\midrule
		%	$e_{\mathrm{repr}}/10^{-4}$ & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{1.41}   & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{1.65} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{2.87} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{7.31} \\
		%	$\mathrm{\textsc{\MakeLowercase{RMSE}}}(\kappa)/10^{-3}$  & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{4.74}   & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{6.81}   & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{10.40} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.2]{18.2} \\
		Position/\si{\mm} (\textls[0]{\textlcsc{SD}})  & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{5.73} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{11.21} & \textbf{\tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{4.21}}\\
		Principal point/\si{px} (\textls[0]{\textlcsc{SD}})  & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{8.87} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{12.15} & \textbf{\tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{7.09}}\\
		Radial coeff.\@ $\kappa_1$ (\textls[0]{\textlcsc{SD}})  & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{0.014} & \textbf{\tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{0.004}} & \tablenum[table-format = 2.3]{0.005}\\
		$e_{\mathrm{repr}}/\si{px}$ (\textls[0]{\textlcsc{MAE}}$\pm$\textls[0]{\textlcsc{SD}})  &  \num{0.301(215)} &  \num{0.265(190)} & \textbf{\num{0.112(060)}}\\
		\bottomrule
	\end{tabular}
	%\vspace{-3mm}
\end{table}

The proposed detector was evaluated with synthetic images of blurred checkerboard crossings and compared against two widely-used state-of-the-art methods. The results show an improvement of the localization error by \SI{65}{\percent} at minimum.

In addition, in order to demonstrate its practical advantages, our method was used as a drop-in replacement in a common checkerboard-based camera calibration toolchain,
and again evaluated against both state-of-the-art detectors using a real calibration image set. We found better or---in one case---comparable results for the estimation variance, and a \SI{58}{\percent} lower reprojection error over all experiments. We conclude that our method for detecting checkerboard crossings with very high sub-pixel accuracy will be greatly beneficial for real-world applications.
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A large number of integral expressions of the kind ∫baerf(ax)F(x)dx, 0≤a≤b≤∞, where F(x) is an elementary function, are expressed in terms of elementary and well-known special functions. The techniques used are mostly integration by parts and the use of integral transforms.
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The probability function is defined as
ϕ(x)\=(2/√π)∫x0e−t2dt.
Integrals of the form
∫∞01F1(α;β;γ2x2)[ϕ(ax)−ϕ(bx)]xν−1dx
are evaluated by means of the series expansion for the Kummer function 1F1 and termwise integration. When this method fails, the Fourier sine representation for ϕ and Lebesgue integration are used in evaluating integrals of the type ∫∞0x4νe−a2x2ϕ(bx)1F1(12−2ν;2ν+1;a2x2)dx. A number of interesting special cases are cited.
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The author evaluates a number of integrals over (0,∞) and over (0,1) containing products of the error function with generalized hypergeometric functions; he also considers some special cases. {Since the error function is itself an 1F1, some (if not most) of these formulae are themselves special cases of known results. For example, the author's formulae (5) and (6) are special cases of Meijer's formula for the integral of the product of G-functions [Y. L. Luke, The special functions and their approximations, Vol. I, p. 159, Academic Press, New York, 1969; MR0241700].}
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{The author evaluates a number of integrals that contain a probability function of complicated arguments. Some of these formulas are known. For example, formula (3) follows from formula (13) in the book of H. Bateman and A. Erdélyi [Higher transcendental functions, Vol. II (Russian), §9.9, second edition, Izdat. "Nauka'', Moscow, 1974; MR0355126]. The paper contains a number of errors (for example, formula (4) is wrong, etc.).
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The functions S(z) and C(z) denoted by the formulas S(z)\=√(2/π)∫z0sint2dt and C(z)\=√(2/π)∫z0cost2dt are called Fresnel integrals. These integrals are widely used in applied mathematics, physics and technology. The integrals containing the functions S(x) and C(x) are of frequent occurrence but they are difficult to calculate.
   The author presents many formulae for integrals over the interval [0,∞) of the functions S(x) and C(x) together with exponential, algebraic, power, trigonometric and cylindrical functions.
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